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CHRISToPHE MEIERHANS
Trials of money

Trials of Money turns the theatre into a court of justice. The
audience is invited to take part in the Special Tribunal for
Semi-Human Persons that, instead of human subjects or legal
entities, puts that very complex “thing” on trial that we most
commonly call “money”. Can money be held responsible for the
disastrous state the world is in today?

But how can we hold a fair trial, if everybody in court is involved with the
accused? How can we call money to the stand to answer the charges brought
against it, if it doesn’t have a voice of its own? Nine witnesses will testify:
an ex-banker, an employee of the Swiss National Bank, a homeless person, a rich
philanthropist, a proponent of new currencies, a Native American, a professor
of economics, a member of a kibbutz and a criminologist.

The trial is conducted as a collective exercise: the performers deliver their
testimonies by responding to any questions the audience might want to ask them.
Together, they will attempt to respond to the accusations money is facing:
charges of fraud, extortion, non-assistance to a person in danger, incitement
to hatred and slavery. Should money be found guilty, what would be a just
sentence?
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PRESS
Review by Lieze Roels in Etcetera (29.04.2018)
An ambivalent process
With participative performances such as Some Use for Your Broken Clay Pots
(2014) and Verein Zur Aufhebung des Notwendigen (2015) Christophe Meierhans
has shown that he is not averse to collective experimentation. In his most
recent creation, Trials of Money, the Swiss artist calls on the audience’s
sense of responsibility. In this ambivalent performance, the object that we
call ‘money’ is no longer exchanged over the counter, but is presented in
the dock. What follows is a four-hour speculative trial in which both the
audience and the actors try to decide just how responsible money is (or is
not) for the current state of our world.
If you look up the definition of ‘money’ in a dictionary or on the web, you
will find the same soulless description: ‘money is the generally accepted
medium of exchange with which we pay for goods, services and debts’. It may
sound obvious – money as a so-called neutral entity that simplifies and consolidates the economic exchange between people. But is money in its contemporary context really so simple or innocent? The comprehensive case files
that are distributed to each member of the audience at the start of Trials
of Money, lead us to think otherwise. Before we really get the chance to go
through this case file in depth Meierhans appears on the stage to explain the
rules of this fictitious trial. In an unbiased tone and barefoot, he explains
that Trials of Money will not illustrate a normal court of justice. Where
in real trials only people (natural people) or organisations (legal entities) can be judged, in this theatre, a ‘semi-human’ person is brought to
trial – a phenomenon that we humans have invented, but that today threatens
slip out of our grasp. In our globalised world there is no longer one single
central authority that retains control of money or that can call the shots.
And yet this does not mean that this semi-human person is able to move from
one part of the world totally free of any bonds. In actual fact, the existence of money remains dependent on our own existence; as soon as we humans
stop using it, it will disappear. In other words: money may well be used at
our behest, but we are at its behest.
Given that money only exists in relation to those who use it, in Trials of
Money (remarkably enough) it is never represented as an independent character. Instead of this, nine witnesses appear who, alternatively played by
four performers, inform us about their experiences and definitions of money.
With the help of two microphones, the audience can ask additional questions.
Based on these interviews and the additional information in the case file,
the public can decide if they want to accuse money or take its defence.

Personal accounts and structural systems
The characters who are called up as witnesses in Trials of Money were selected from interviews that Meierhans held in recent years and they form
a rough cross-section of our global society and the wide-ranging attitudes
towards money that can be found within this society. We thus hear the harrowing story of Patrick Blancheaud, a homeless man who has been wandering
the streets of Brussels for several years. From his story it is clear how
frighteningly quickly we can find ourselves outside the fringes of society
due to a sudden loss of capital. A divorce, a drink problem and ensuing dismissal – this is all it took to cut through Blancheaud’s link with society
and to remove his negotiating position.
In addition to personal testimonies like that of Blancheaud that illustrates
the individual implications of money, Trials of Money also offers us a number of statements that educate the audience about the structural systems in
which money operates. The solemn testimony of the deputy secretary general
of the Swiss National Bank – comically depicted by Meierhans – teaches us
for instance how money works at an institutional level. When the interview
between the audience and Meierhans threatens to drift, one of the other
performers jumps in and fires critical questions at the professional witness.
This is a strategy to show us how much the dominant monetary system relies
on a dubious and abstract debt economy that in reality will never be able
to eliminate its structural debt. The sudden intervention in the dialogue
between the audience and performer immediately becomes an example of the
serious direction in which Meierhans is steering his tribunal. We are clearly
not present here in order to hold an informal discussion, but to think seriously about the current status of money – and in order to do that, we need
to have the correct facts at our disposal.
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Between educational dialogue and dramatic imagination
The thorough research that preceded this performance and the great amount
of information contained in Trials of Money is impressive and enriching to
say the least. But the precise process of unravelling the guilt or innocence
of money also makes Trials of Money an unpredictable performance that constantly fluctuates between educational dialogue and dramatic imagination. The
friction is created above all by the differing dramatic approaches used by
Meierhans. A clear distinction is made for instance between the scenes in
which a performer introduces his or her witness and when they are actually
representing the character: the performers always introduce their characters as themselves and barefoot. As soon as the pertinent footwear has been
donned (socks with holes for instance and worn down sneakers in the case of
Blancheaud) and when the witness enters the fictitious courtroom, the performer changes to a dramatic acting style.
By making this shift, Meierhans capitalises on the illustrative power of
theatre, but he also places the audience in an ambivalent position. On the
one hand we are asked to step into the imaginative world of this trial and
the characters involved, and on the other hand we have to relate, as critical
interlocutors, to the actual information that we are provided with in the here
and now.
In this sense, Meierhans’ performance evolves not only as a comprehensive trial
about the guilt or innocence of money, but also as an indeterminate search for
the appropriate way in which to place this semi-human defendant centre-stage.
As Trials of Money progresses, it becomes increasingly clear how difficult
it is to put money into the judicial spotlight. Although every testimony,
illustration, or reality teaches us something about what money represents
today or what it could represent, they also bury the accused in various social
and economic references. Consequently, the audience has difficulty directing
its accusations at the semi-human person - ‘money’ - and not at the personal
testimonies or institutions depicted by the performers. Time and again our
critical questions veer to the shady umbrella structures in which money
operates: the banking system, capitalism, the free market economy.
This is the strange paradox of Trials of Money: in its ambitious attempt to
find out how guilty or innocent money is in the present-day, the performance
itself threatens to fall victim to the monetary ambiguity it is trying to
denounce. Oddly enough, the relevance of this speculative experiment lies
precisely in this contradiction. Trials of Money illustrates (unintentionally)
how impossible it is to disconnect money from the obscure and hegemonic power
systems in which it moves and thus makes us aware that dealing with money more
intelligently could be a first step towards an alternative reality. The fact
that the performance ends before a final verdict is made, is a clear appeal
therefore to the real responsibility of the public. Meierhans’ fictitious court
plunges us into the ambiguous forms of money over a period of four hours. Now
it is up to the audience to spread the word outside the walls of the theatre.

PRESS
Het uitgangspunt voor Trials of Money is een fictieve, science fictionachtige
rechtbank, ‘een speciaal tribunaal voor half-menselijke personen’. We kunnen
er niet langer omheen: we leven in een tijd waarin we bepaalde dingen niet
zomaar meer ‘dingen’ kunnen noemen, omdat ze steeds meer zelf kunnen handelen – denk aan AI, het internet of gedecentraliseerde systemen. Maar wie
draagt de verantwoordelijkheid als er geen centrale, identificeerbare persoon
is die de leiding neemt?
Christophe Meierhans in conversation with Toon Vandevelde in Etcetera
(14.03.2018) (NL)

Tot nu konden enkel mensen en organisaties terechtgesteld worden. Ik voegde
een derde c
ategorie toe: “semihumane personen”, menselijke uitvindingen die
een eigen leven lijken te leiden.
Christophe Meierhans on Trials of Money in De Standaard (14.04.2018) (NL)

We betalen als het ware een heffing voor het bestaan van geld. En dat is een
beetje gek”, zegt Meierhans. “Vraag je een bankier waarom we rente betalen,
dan zal hij zeggen dat het de ‘huur’ is voor geld. Maar als banken met een
truc op de balans geld creëren op het moment dat ze de lening creëren, aan wie
betalen we dan de huur?
Christophe Meierhans on Trials of Money in De Wereld Morgen (19.04.2017) (NL)

In some respect you could refer to money as being a kind of source-code of
the economy. In this view, anything that is running on top of this source code
(markets, trade regulations, etc.) must be somehow conditioned by mo- ney’s
own embedded logic. So when you use a form of money that is designed around
debt and scarcity it is very likely that any types of relationship that are
mediated by it, will have to deal with these issues as well.
Christophe Meierhans interviewed by Eva Decaesstecker (Kaaitheater)
(16.04.2018) (EN)
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biography
CHRISToPHE MEIERHANS
°1977, Genève (CH), lives and works in Brussels
He works with and within performances, public spaces, theater, installations,
sound, music and video. His work consists mainly in developping strategies for
interventions in our daily life protocols through manipulating conventional
agreements, social habits or simple usages. Fragments of reality such as an
existing speech, a café, a theater performance or our daily audiophily become
frameworks for artistic operations which attempt to redirect banality so as to
only let it reappear under peculiar angles. His work raises questions of norms
and conventions by confusing casual contexts with another and confronting the
spectator with some kind of otherness, the strangeness of being in the “wrong”
place, or of the place itself being the “wrong” one.
www.contrepied.de
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AGENDA
18 & 19.04.2018

Kaaistudio's (bRUssELS) • pREMIèRE •

20 & 21.05.2018

AUAWIRLEBEN (BERN)

01.07.2018		

BELLUARD BOLLWERK INTERNATIONAL (FRIBOURG)

13 & 14.09.2018

BIT TEATERGARASJEN (BERGEN)

10.2018		

teatro maria matos (lisbon) • tbc •

11.2018		

next festival (kortrijk) • tbc •

02.2019		

zona k (MILAN) • tbc •

03.2019		l’apostrophe - scène nationale cergy-pontoise			
			VAL d’oise (cergy) • tbc •
06.2019		NOUVEAU THéÂTRE DE MONTREUIL (PARIS) • tbc •
2019-2020		VOORUIT (GENT) • tbc •
2019-2020		FESTIVAL DE LA CITÉ (lAUSANNE) • TBC •

Visit our website for all confirmed tourdates:
http://www.hiros.be/en/projects/detail/trials-of-money
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contact
Financial director: Yasmina Boudia, yasmina@hiros.be
Production: 		
Elisa Demarré, elisademarre@gmail.com
Communication:
Anna Scholiers, communication@hiros.be

HIRoS
Hiros is a production and management structure for independent
artists working in various disciplines. We offer tailor-made
support for each artist and project, ranging from pre-production
to production, administration, communication to financial
management, tour management to post-production.
Rue du Fort 35, 1060 Brussels (BE)
+32 2 410 63 33 - contact@hiros.be

Hiros is supported by the Flemish Community

